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Rethinking the 
character power as 
it relates to refugees 
and asylum seekers 
in Australia

Dr Jason Donnelly

i Introduction

Under a web of provisions in the Migration Act 
1958 (Cth) (‘Migration Act’),1 both the Minister for 
Home Affairs and the Minister for Immigration, 
Citizenship, Migrant Services and Multicultural 
Affairs have significant legal power to either 
cancel or refuse a visa to refugees and asylum 
seekers on character grounds. In making char-
acter decisions, although not bound by minis-
terial policy,2 the relevant Minister often applies 
considerations reflected in the New Ministerial 
Direction No 79 (‘Direction 79’).3

This paper argues that Direction 79 
requires significant changes to better advance 
the fundamental rights of both refugees and 
asylum seekers in Australia.4 Presently, relevant 
considerations reflected in Direction 79 give far 
too much weight to the protection of the Austra-
lian community at the expense of safeguarding 
and promoting the human rights of non-citizens 
in Australia.5 This paper further argues that a 
number of considerations, as currently reflected 
in Direction 79, are likely to reflect policy princi-
ples that do not accord with the Migration Act. 
Therefore, such policy principles need to be 
urgently removed from Direction 79.

ii Relevant statutory regime

In accordance with s 501(1) of the Migra-
tion Act, the Minister or their delegate may 
refuse to grant a visa to a non-citizen if that 
person does not satisfy the decision-maker 
that he or she passes the character test. 
Similarly, pursuant to s 501(2) of the Migra-
tion Act, either the Minister or their delegate 
may cancel a visa that has been granted to 
a person if the decision-maker reasonably 
suspects that the non-citizen does not pass 
the character test and the person does not 
satisfy the Minister that the person passes 
the character test. Decisions made under 
ss 501(1)–(2) of the Migration Act require 
the rules of procedural fairness to be both 
observed and applied.

Under s 501(3) of the Migration Act, the 
Minister may either refuse to grant a visa to a 
person or cancel a visa that has been granted 
to a person if the decision-maker reasonably 
suspects that the non-citizen does not pass 
the character test and the decision-maker is 
otherwise satisfied that the refusal or cancel-
lation is in the national interest. Critically, 
where decisions are made in accordance 
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with s 501(3) of the Migration Act, the rules 
of procedural fairness do not apply. Only the 
Minister, acting personally, can make a deci-
sion pursuant to s 501(3) of the Migration Act. 

Pursuant to s 501(3A) of the Migration 
Act, the Minister must cancel a visa that has 
been granted to a person if the Minister is 
satisfied that the non-citizen has:

• been sentenced to death, been 
sentenced to imprisonment for life, 
been sentenced to a term of impris-
onment of 12 months or more;6 or 

• a court in Australia or a foreign 
country has either convicted the 
person of one or more sexually based 
offences involving a child or found 
the person guilty of such an offence, 
or found a charge against the person 
proved for such an offence, even if 
the person was discharged without a 
conviction,7 and

• the person is serving a sentence of 
imprisonment, on a full-time basis in 
a custodial institution, for an offence 
against a law of the Commonwealth, 
a State or a Territory (‘mandatory 
cancellation decision’).8

A non-citizen can seek revocation of a 
mandatory cancellation decision made under 
s 501(3A) of the Migration Act.9 Where a dele-
gate exercises statutory power by reference 
to ss 501(1)–(2) and 501CA(4) of the Migration 
Act, they are bound to apply relevant princi-
ples espoused in Direction 79.10 

Section 501(6) of the Migration Act 
prescribes a detailed range of jurisdictional facts 
which mandates when a person is taken not to 
pass the character test. For example, pursuant 
to s 501(6)(a), a person does not pass the char-
acter test if that person has a ‘substantial crim-
inal record’. A person has a substantial crim-
inal record if the person has been sentenced 
to death, sentenced to imprisonment for life, 
sentenced to a term of imprisonment of 12 
months or more, the person has been acquitted 
of an offence on the grounds of unsoundness of 
mind or insanity (and as a result the person has 
been detained in a facility or institution), or the 
person has been found by a court to not be fit to 
plead in relation to an offence and the court has 
nonetheless found that on the evidence avail-
able the person committed the offence and as a 
result, the person has been detained in a facility 
or institution.11

A person may otherwise fail the charac-
ter test for reasons associated with:

• committing offences in immigration 
detention or escape from immigra-
tion detention;12 

• having an association with a criminal 
organisation;13 

• offences related to trafficking in 
persons;14 

• crimes related to genocide;15 
• crimes against humanity;16 
• offences concerning torture or 

slavery;17 
• crimes that involve matters of serious 

international concern;18 
• having regard to either the person’s 

past and present criminal conduct 
or the person’s past and present 
general conduct, the person is not of 
good character; and19 

• sexually based offences involving a 
child.20 

• where there is a risk that a person 
would engage in various forms of 
adverse conduct in Australia,21 

• the person has been assessed by 
the Australian Security Intelligence 
Organisation to be directly or indi-
rectly a risk to security,22

• it being reasonable to infer that a 
non-citizen presents a risk to the 
Australian community or a segment 
of that community by reason of being 
the subject of an Interpol notice that 
is in force.23

Where delegates apply Direction 79, they are 
required to have regard to primary consid-
erations related to the protection of the 
Australian community, expectations of the 
Australian community and the best interests 
of children affected by a character related 
decision.24 Delegates must also have regard 
to other considerations such as interna-
tional non-refoulement obligations (in certain 
cases), impact on family members in Austra-
lia, impact on victims and impact on Austra-
lian business interests.25

Having detailed, in summary, the rele-
vant statutory regime related to the character 
power in the Migration Act,26 the balance of 
this paper explores various shortcomings with 
numerous policy principles reflected in Direc-
tion 79. As will be demonstrated, significant 
reform is required in relation to Direction 79. 
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iii Difficulty one: taking the relevant   
considerations into account

In accordance with cl 8(4) of Direction 79, 
primary considerations should generally be 
given greater weight than the other consid-
erations. Critically, the effect of this policy 
principle is to mandate that non-refoulement 
obligations should generally be given less 
weight than the primary considerations. 
In other words, at a lower level of abstrac-
tion, this means that the primary consider-
ation related to protection of the Australian 
community is generally given greater weight 
than considerations related to Australia’s 
non-refoulement obligations.

It is contended that the consideration 
related to non-refoulement obligations should 
be treated as a primary consideration for the 
purposes of Direction 79. After all, non-re-
foulement obligations concern serious consid-
erations related to a threat to a person’s life or 
liberty, involving significant physical harass-
ment, significant physical ill-treatment, signif-
icant ill-treatment, significant economic hard-
ship (that threatens the person’s capacity to 
subsist), denial of access to basic services 
(where the denial threatens the person’s 
capacity to subsist) and denial of capacity to 
earn a livelihood of any kind (whether the denial 
threatens the person’s capacity to subsist).27

It seems unthinkable that in circumstances 
where a non-citizen has a well-founded fear 
of facing serious harm if they are returned to 
their home country, that such a consideration 
is generally given less weight than the primary 
considerations reflected in Direction 79. 
However, as Colvin J confirmed in Suleiman,28 
‘absent some factor that takes the case out 
of that which pertains “generally”’, primary 
considerations are to be given greater weight.

iv Difficulty two: deferral of  
 decision-making

Clauses 10.1(4), 12.1(4) and 14.1(4) of Direction 
79 mandate that it is unnecessary for delegates 
to determine whether non-refoulement obliga-
tions are owed to a non-citizen for the purposes 
of determining whether their visa should be 
cancelled, refused or a mandatory cancellation 
decision revoked in circumstances where:

1. The non-citizen makes claims which 
may give rise to international non-re-
foulement obligations; and 

2. The non-citizen is able to make a 
valid application for a Protection Visa 
in the future. 

3. There are three fundamental difficul-
ties with this policy principle.

First, despite the fact that a non-citizen may 
advance claims that give rise to international 
non-refoulement obligations in the context 
of a character case, there is judicial authority 
that those claims need not be considered by 
the decision-maker.29 As such, non-citizens 
could potentially lose a powerful discretionary 
consideration (as related to non-refoulement 
obligations) being taken into account in deter-
mining whether their visa should be cancelled, 
refused or a mandatory cancellation decision 
revoked on character grounds.30

Secondly, the apparent lack of necessity to 
consider non-refoulement claims (advanced in 
the context of character cases) may directly or 
indirectly contribute to the non-citizen remain-
ing in immigration detention for a substantial 
period of time.31 If consideration of a non-citi-
zen’s non-refoulement claims are deferred until 
he or she lodges an onshore Protection Visa 
application in the future (after their character 
case is decided unfavourably), the non-citizen 
will be required to remain in immigration deten-
tion for a substantial period of time until their 
Protection Visa claims are assessed.32 

Had a compelling non-refoulement claim 
been considered in the context of a character 
case decided under s 501 of the Migration 
Act, the non-citizen may have been granted 
a visa, not had their visa cancelled or been 
successful in having a mandatory cancel-
lation decision revoked (thus avoiding the 
necessity for continued immigration deten-
tion as an unlawful non-citizen in Australia). 
As Bromberg and Mortimer JJ make plain 
in BCR16,33 in determining a character case 
under s 501 of the Migration Act, the Minister 
is able to give greater weight to a small risk 
of persecution than is otherwise permitted 
where a decision-maker formally considers a 
Protection Visa application.34

Thirdly, it is fairly arguable that cl 14.1(4) 
of Direction 79 is inconsistent with the stat-
utory regime mandated by s 501CA(4) of the 
Migration Act. Pursuant to s 501CA(4)(b)(ii), 
a decision-maker has a statutory power to 
revoke a mandatory cancellation decision if 
satisfied ‘that there is another reason why the 
original decision should be revoked’. 
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In Viane,35 the Full Court of the Federal 
Court of Australia interpreted s 501CA(4) 
of the Migration Act to mean that a deci-
sion-maker has an obligation to consider 
matters that carry significant weight or 
significance to satisfy the decision-maker to 
revoke a mandatory cancellation decision.36 

If a non-refoulement claim is ‘seriously 
and substantively advanced’37 by a non-cit-
izen in the context of a case that concerns 
s 501CA(4) of the Migration Act, it is likely 
that such a representation would need to be 
considered by the decision-maker (regard-
less of an opposite conclusion being reflected 
in cl 14.1(4) of Direction 79); this is because 
the advancement of a clearly expressed 
non-refoulement claim is likely to be charac-
terised as a ‘significant matter’. To contend 
otherwise would be a failure to conform to 
the statute.38 ‘The statutory requirement for 
the Minister to invite representations must 
lead to the conclusion that if representations 
are made as to significant matters then the 
Minister must consider whether to revoke the 
original cancellation and do so by consider-
ing the representations as to those matters’.39

v Difficulty three: status of indefinite  
 immigration detention

Clauses 10.1(6), 12.1(6) and 14.1(6) of Direc-
tion 79 outline that:

Given that Australia will not return a person 
to their country of origin if to do so would 
be inconsistent with its international 
non-refoulement obligations, the operation 
of sections 189 and 196 of the Act means 
that, if the person’s Protection Visa were 
cancelled, they would face the prospect of 
indefinite immigration detention.

It appears that this policy principle is argu-
ably not correct as a matter of law.40 This 
policy principle appears to indicate that if a 
non-citizen’s Protection Visa is cancelled, 
the non-citizen faces the prospect of indefi-
nite immigration detention in Australia (on the 
assumption that Australia will not remove the 
non-citizen to his or her home country).

The preceding policy principle appears to 
squarely conflict with s 197C(1) of the Migra-
tion Act, which makes plain that it is irrelevant 
whether Australia has non-refoulement obli-
gations in respect of an unlawful non-citizen.41 
Further, under s 197C(2) of the Migration Act, an 

officer’s duty to remove (as soon as reasonably 
practicable) an unlawful non-citizen pursuant 
to s 198 arises ‘irrespective of whether there 
has been an assessment, according to law, 
of Australia’s non-refoulement obligations in 
respect of the non-citizen’.42 

Thus, ‘if the Minister did not exercise one of 
his discretionary powers to grant the non-citi-
zen a visa’, the effect of s 198 (when read with 
section 197C of the Migration Act) ‘appears to 
be that the non-citizen would be required to be 
removed from Australia regardless of Austra-
lia’s international non-refoulement obliga-
tions’.43 Indefinite detention is not a possibility.44

vi Conclusion

Direction 79 formally commenced in Austra-
lia on 28 February 2019. Despite the relatively 
recent nature of this ministerial direction,45 it is 
clear that relevant principles espoused in this 
significant policy document are arguably not 
correct as a matter of law. Critically, a matter 
of significant concern, various of the impugned 
policy principles identified in this paper have 
the potential to adversely impact the rights of 
refugees and asylum seekers in Australia.46

Serious and urgent reform to Direction 
79 is required. Non-refoulement obligations, 
when raised in character cases, should always 
be treated as primary considerations by the 
relevant decision-maker. The nature of such a 
consideration, being non-refoulement obliga-
tions, inherently raises matters of international 
concern that are significant and important. 

Where a non-citizen raises a non-re-
foulement claim in the context of their character 
case, there should be a mandatory obligation 
to consider such a claim (regardless of whether 
the non-citizen may make a future onshore 
Protection Visa application). Such a proposal 
could potentially reduce the time non-citizens 
spend in Australian immigration detention and 
otherwise expressly demonstrate that Australia 
takes its non-refoulement obligations seriously.

Finally, if a non-citizen’s Protection Visa 
has been refused on character grounds, it is 
clear that they are required to be removed 
from Australia in accordance with s 198 of the 
Migration Act. In those circumstances, given 
the statutory effect of s 197C of the Migra-
tion Act, the non-citizen does not face the 
prospect of indefinite immigration detention 
in Australia (but faces likely refoulement). As 
such, this state of affairs should be correctly 
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reflected in ministerial policy (so that deci-
sion-makers, many of whom are not legally 
trained, fully understand the legal implica-
tions of cancelling, refusing or affirming a 
mandatory cancellation decision made to the 
detriment of a non-citizen).

Although refugees and asylum seekers 
may have committed serious criminal offences 
in Australia or overseas, the complexity of 
a person’s criminality must be considered 
against the backdrop of a non-citizen’s pros-
pect of facing serious harm overseas and the 
historical basis upon which Protection Visa 
claims are advanced.47 Presently, Direction 79 
is failing non-citizens who are either refugees 
or asylum seekers in Australia. 
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